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Opening Prompt 
(if you get nothing else out of this presentation…) 

In a notebook or on your laptop, spend 5 minutes writing about: One thing 
you know to be true about great teaching.

“Something within fishermen tries to make fishing into a world perfect and 

apart—I don’t know what it is or where, because sometimes it is in my 

arms and sometimes in my throat and sometimes nowhere in particular 

except somewhere deep. Many of us would probably be better fishermen if 

we did not spend so much time watching and waiting for the world to 

become perfect.”

— Norman MacLean 



The Value of Written Sentences
(Why write offline)

● Clear writing is clear thinking is 
clear writing

● Writing is everywhere, writers 
are everywhere

● Writing is discovery and 
making. You can’t get there 
any other way. 



● Breadcrumb trail
● Idea improvement
● Can connect you to others / 

widen your network / push your 
thinking

● Can help your school

The Value of Written Sentences
(Why write online)





The Value of a Writing Practice (How to Write More)

Principle # 1: “Inspiration is for amateurs. The rest of us just show up and get to work. If you 

wait around for the clouds to part and a bolt of lightning to strike you in the brain, you are not going 

to make an awful lot of work. All the best ideas come out of the process; they come out of the work 

itself.”

― Chuck Close
● 1 sentence every day, no matter 

what
● Same time, same place
● Shutdown ritual — what did you 

learn today?



The Value of a Writing Practice (How to Write More)

Principle # 2: Extend yourself  

● Secure an assignment
● Make a promise or commitment 

to an audience (even a very 
small one)

● Work with a partner



The Value of a Writing Practice (How to Write More)

Principle # 3: 3 or 4 or 5 Purposes  



3 or 4 or 5 Purposes: An Exercise, a Practice

● Look back at your original paragraph (or some other file you have saved on 
your laptop). 



3 or 4 or 5 Purposes: An Exercise, a Practice

● Rewrite it as a 280 (or fewer) character Tweet



3 or 4 or 5 Purposes: An Exercise, a Practice

● Then write the Tweet as a post (1 - 2 short paragraphs).



3 or 4 or 5 Purposes: An Exercise, a Practice

● Then write the post as an outline for an article (2 - 5 pages).  
○ What research might you pull in?  
○ What stories?  
○ What interview subjects would provide credibility for your ideas (or useful pushback)? 



Q. When did you become a writer?
A. Today.

(What will your answer be tomorrow?) 



An Invitation

If you want to see all of this in action… 

● Email me (svalentine@mka.org) something you wrote today in response to 
our prompt (could be the tweet, the post, or just a few excerpted sentences).

● Tell me (a) that you’re okay with me editing and sharing your writing.
● Tell me (b) if you want me to use your name / school affiliation or not.
● Tell me if you have  a Twitter account (and, if so, share your handle).

I will edit everything that is shared into a blog post and let you know when it is live. 
(But only if I receive at least 3 responses.)  

mailto:svalentine@mka.org


Extras

Essays, Thoughts, & an Interview about Teacher-Writing 

● Speech Text to a Mountain: A Hybrid Quartet
● Match and Matchbook: the Teacher-Writer at Work
● “3 or 4 or 5 Purposes”
● How I Write — with Shane Snow

https://well-schooled.com/2021/02/speech-text-to-a-mountain-a-hybrid-quartet/
https://well-schooled.com/2019/05/match-and-matchbook-the-teacher-writer-at-work/
https://refreshingwednesday.com/2019/05/13/3-or-4-or-5-purposes/
https://blog.shanesnow.com/how-to-write-like-stephen-j-valentine-706e551cefc4

